Area-Imaging: Be Prepared!
While linear scanners are ideal for certain applications, they generally do not provide the technology needed to do
anything other than scan 1D bar codes. As purchasing departments continue to place a greater emphasis on return
on investment, enterprises need to choose scanning solutions that deliver superior longevity by meeting current and
future scanning needs, lowering the total cost of ownership, and providing functionality such as:
What Do You Get Today?

What can you easily add in the future?

Omni-Directional Reading Capability

Ability to Scan PDF417 Codes

Unlike laser and linear scanners, area-imagers

Enhance existing workflow, or, enable

provide the ability to scan bar codes in any

workflow not currently enabled by being able

orientation. With omni-directional scanning,
tasks can be completed quickly and without wrist-strain.

to, for example, extract information directly
from the PDF417 code on a driver’s license to automatically
populate an electronic form and eliminate the need to key-in

Ability to Scan GS1 DataBar Codes

information. Process more in less time and be sure that the

Organizations in many industries need to

information is correct.

achieve compliance with various GS1 Sunrise
initiatives in order to maximize efficiency

Ability to Read 2D Codes

and maintain positive trade relations. Area-imagers provide

2D bar codes are becoming increasingly

single-scan reading of stacked GS1 codes, rather than the

popular across a wide range of industries for

complete swipe required by linear scanners.

many reasons. Some enterprises have a desire
to capture large amounts of data despite space constraints,

Ability to Scan Bar Codes on Mobile

while others are being required to read 2D bar codes due to

Phone Screens

government regulations or supplier mandates.

As mobile devices have become ubiquitous,
clever enterprises are using them as a new
way to reach consumers through mobile couponing, ticketing,
etc. Advancements in technology have made it possible for
area-imaging scanners to read the codes directly off the
screen of a mobile device.

Be Prepared
Even if your enterprise is not yet scanning
bar codes off of mobile displays or reading
a PDF417 or 2D bar code, select technology
now that is capable of being easily with affordable flexible
software licensing and eliminate the need to purchase
additional hardware in the future. Protect your investment
by ensuring that it can grow with you as your scanning
needs evolve. Find out about what Voyager 1400g can do
for you: www.honeywellaidc.com/en-US/Pages/Product.
aspx?category=Area Imager&cat=HSM&pid=Voyager1400g.

Upgrading Your Voyager 1400g is EASY!

Honeywell Scanning & Mobility

email a bar code to you.
		

9680 Old Bailes Road
Fort Mill, SC 29707
800.582.4263
www.honeywell.com

Step 1: Call your Honeywell customer service representative
and tell them you would like to purchase additional
functionality, such as PDF417 or 2D bar code reading, for
your Voyager 1400g bar code scanner
Step 2: Provide the Honeywell customer service
representative with the serial number of your Voyager 1400g
bar code scanner (found on the label affixed
to your scanner)
Step 3: The Honeywell customer service representative will

Step 4: Scan the bar code in order to enable the new Voyager
1400g functionality!
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